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Entrance Glazings
Starphire Ultra-ClearTM glass by Vitro Architectural Glass (formerly 
PPG Glass) provides architects with an entrance glazing option 

that brilliantly redefines elegance. Starphire® glass is the ideal 
solution for making your entrance sparkle with new impact, 
complement the entire building design. Lobbies and reception 
areas become breathtaking with the uncommon brightness of 

Starphire®. Starphire® glass doors set a new standard thanks to 
their jewel-like clarity and sparkling blue edges.

Starphire® entrances are “clearly” remarkable:
• Maximized brightness: 7% higher Visible Light Transmittance 
 (VLT) than ordinary clear glass (in 1/2-inch glass thickness)
• Elimination of greenish tint to express doors’ unprecedented 
 radiance and incomparable clarity
• A new level of creative elegance
• Easily fabricated to required specifications

For exquisite and truly unique entryways, lobbies, and reception 
areas, Starphire® glass will provide an unmatched combination of 
function, beauty, and brightness.

Additional Resources 

Starphire®  glass is available in thicknesses from 2.5 mm to 
19 mm and is stocked regionally to assure consistent supply 
reliability. For Starphire® glass samples or a list of distributors, 
contact our Architectural Services Hotline at 1-855-VTRO-GLS 
(887-6457) or visit starphireglass.com.

Vitro Architectural Glass is the first U.S. float glass manufacturer 
to have its products recognized by the Cradle to Cradle 
Certified™ program, and offers more C2C-certified architectural 
glasses than any other float glass manufacturer.
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Note: Starphire® glass edge color can vary depending on final glass size, glass thickness and ambient lighting conditions. 
Vitro recommends a full-size Starphire® glass viewing to determine acceptability for final use. 
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Entrance Glazings
This side-by-side comparison 
of 1/2" doors demonstrates
what Starphire® glass can do 
for any entrance project. 
High-fidelity color 
transmission, a remarkable 
brightness and clarity and 
jewellike edges (below, right) 
make Starphire® glass the 
obvious choice when you 
want your entrance to 
“clearly” stand out.

Alcoa Corporate Center – Pittsburgh, PA

This beautiful entrance took on a truly unique elegance when Starphire® glass was the 
design choice. The uncommon brightness and clarity of Starphire® complements the 
entire building design. (Complete project details on starphireglass.com)

 Conventional Clear Glass    Starphire® Glass

Doors by Blumcraft

For more information about Starphire Ultra-ClearTM float glass and other Cradle to Cradle Certified™ 
architectural glasses by Vitro Glass, visit vitroglazings.com, or call 1-855-VTRO-GLS (887-6457).


